Results of radiation therapy in early glottic carcinoma: multivariate analysis of prognostic and radiation therapy variables.
A detailed retrospective analysis was performed with 103 patients who had T1 carcinoma of the glottic larynx and underwent radiation therapy between 1960 and 1987. Prognostic and radiation therapy variables were analyzed including sex; age; staging procedures; mucosal extent; histologic grading of tumor; field size; use of wedges; treatment of alternate fields versus both fields every day; nominal standard dose; time, dose, and fraction; dose per fraction; total radiation dose per fraction; total radiation doses; and the impact of cord stripping. Initial local control was 89%, and ultimate control after surgical salvage was 97%, with a 5- and 10-year adjusted survival of 98%. Univariate analysis indicated that larger field size (P = .04), histologic grade (P = .02), and treatment strategy (P = .08) were of some value in predicting recurrence. Multivariate analysis indicated that field size (P = .03) was the only significant variable in predicting local recurrence. These data confirm that radiation is highly effective in the treatment of early laryngeal cancer.